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About This Content

Get three alternative outfits and coats of arms for Amicia and Hugo.

Follow the grim tale of young Amicia and her little brother Hugo, in a heartrending journey through the darkest hours of
history. Hunted by Inquisition soldiers and surrounded by unstoppable swarms of rats, Amicia and Hugo will come to know and
trust each other. As they struggle to survive against overwhelming odds, they will fight to find purpose in this brutal, unforgiving

world.
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Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10 (64 bits)

Processor: Intel Core i3-2120 (3.3 GHz)/AMD FX-4100 X4 (3.6 GHz)

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: 2 GB, GeForce GTX 660/Radeon HD 7870

Storage: 50 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Czech,Japanese,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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The game is broken. My bird doesn't move. This game is poop 0\/10 wouldn't poop on people again. Waste of \u00a34 could've
brought Freddo's and be more happy with my purchase!.

 The tutorial seemed fairly straight forward but it quickly became apparent that it didn't really prepare me for the game
at all. I ended up spending like 15 minutes reading through the in-game manual to figure things out.

 There's a growth phase and then a creation phase. The growth phase takes up most of the year. Your plants ripen in the
sun, but they also grow leaves which prevent this. You want them to be fairly ripe but not over-rippened, so you basically
spend most of the year staring at your plant and deciding when to trim the leaves (by clicking on them). Then at the end
of the year you can harvest your plants and turn it into wine using a series of dialogue boxes which change the stats of
your final product. Most of these boxes will have only one option at the start of the game anyway as you have to drop a
whole lot of money into upgrades.

 It's boring. You spend most of the game staring at your plants as they ripen. Then you make the wine and return to
staring at your plants. There're a few other bits like buying plots of land or upgrades but they're super expensive.. The
game is a great concept, but poorly executed, and even more poorly supported. The developer just abandoned ship or
just threw this one overboard.. 26th DLC so far. Still no working drill. 10\/10 would rage again.

Edit: And now for something completely different.

Whilst it's nifty and refreshing to have some new weapons thrown into the already large mixture of weaponry available
to the average heister, you're not missing out on much. Get this DLC when it comes to sales.

Lebensauger .308: Decent damage for a sniper rifle with decent rate of fire and reload. Can take down a Shield within
two shots from the front. Potentially potent if a non-scoped sight is added.

Kross Vertex SMG: Highly accurate and stable, offering good damage and rapid fire as expected from an SMG. My
second favourite addition from this DLC.

Crossbow Pistol: Under the Special tab in Secondary, it deals less damage than I was expecting from a crossbow pistol,
but adding poison and explosive rounds into the mix makes it a versatile weapon.

Melee Weapons: Not that powerful and low knockdown ability from most of them with the exception of the Empty
Palm Kata. The Kunai Knife however is coated in poison, so that's a bonus.

Shurikens: By far the best reason to purchase this DLC, in my personal view. Ten of them coated in poison, and can be
picked up from the ground once thrown. Takes up the grenade slot and can stun\/poison enemies if it doesn't outright kill
them. Not sure how effective they are against Cloakers however, but stick to your heavy duty for Dozers.

All in all, a 6\/10. Good heisting to you, folks!. I've never written a game review before, but I feel that my time with
Rage 2 warrants a quick one.

Bottom Line Up Front: The game misses the mark in its "open world" offering, adding tedium and pointless driving to
repetitive and stale quests. Not worth the price, but also not worth the time.

1) Your time will be spent doing the following:

- 50% driving pointlessly following a GPS route, ignoring the bland and overly-collisioned landscape. Massive tanks will
slam to a dead stop against bamboo stalks. "Fast travel" takes you to barely useful spawn points so you only waste 10
minutes at a time driving to missions.
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- 30% attacking sidequest bases. Each particular mission may be couched as "blow up the gas tanks" or "find the ARK
site" or "free the base", but they're all functionally the same - run in and kill everyone there, then spend 15 minutes
looking for tiny data pads. Eventually you'll get a tracker so you only spend 8 minutes looking for tiny data pads.

- 15% advancing the storyline

- 5% running from vendor to pointless vendor to buy upgrades. Ostensibly certain missions get you certain upgrade
rewards, but you're so focused on just grinding through the faction missions that only after a few hours do you take
inventory of your upgrade rewards and apply them

You will not have a good time, you will feel your time and money was wasted, and you'll feel like you've done the same
actions 1,000 over the course of 10 or so hours.

Note to the makers, the world, or anyone who cares - Open world doesn't mean more time driving between missions. It
doesn't mean canyons and giant mountains and other macro terrain that canalizes movement and reduces the amount of
space where developers have to put anything interesting.
Open world is engaging when it is part of an engaging scenario and is molded and intimately interacted with by the
player. Walking down a faux Times Square in Grand Theft Auto is relatable and fun - ever want to punch a hot dog
vendor? Here's your chance to do it with no consequence. Want to build your own house and make it your own? Grab
Minecraft or Rust.
The key is making the world relevant and relatable to the player. What these developers made is a winding and twisting
race track to drive between quests. They've made a large world a nuisance, not a gift to be opened, explored, and
enjoyed.. Good game, works with Oculus Rift.

but here are some issues

1) crazy speed. Need to slow down bowling.
2) Ball goes through bat handle.
3) Facing position should be customizable. Very uncomfortable batting position for me.
4) Batting feedback should be there when knocking the ground and hitting the ball.
5) Bat looks like a toy. Bat should be wider, bigger.

6\/10 stars, but its the best cricket game that I have seen on vr.
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My recommendation comes with a caveat.

This game has a long way to go before it feels playable. The animations are very clunky and basic. The premise as far as I can
tell is basically Terraria. The spell crafting system looks fun but I haven't got that far yet. I died and lost my pick within the first
few minutes so I had to create a new character to get it back as I couldn't mine anything without it.

I recommend this because I think it has potential, but it's going to take a lot of work to get it to a good state. Hopefully the devs
keep up with this.. This is an interesting concept of a game. The protagonist apparently is a great hero, but... he has forgotten
everything he has done. In fact, it appears he still can't remember anything that has happened since returning from his quest.
Whether that has anything to do with what he gardens in the Royal Gardens... well...

(The King says something about Amnesia Herbs or something.)

There are also quite a few jokes in the game, so it is a fun game.

Well worth the price. (Especially if it is on sale.). If you've played the last 3 parts it starts to get a lot harder here. Still workable
but there's a lot of content to take in and the setting is somewhat darker than previous installments. I was glad when I got to the
finish but probably not for the right reasons.. Chill game. Just wish I had the patience to play it. Good job, bluestrike! I've
always enjoyed your work. (HL2: Awakening and your CS maps). (Version: 0.4.4.1 at time of review. Review may get updated
on full release)
[tldr~ Fun, Cheap, if skeptic look at newslog and see what they are planning]

Resurgence: Earth United is 'a first \/ 3rd person arena shooter with an emphasis on upgrading your arsenal and
avoiding some very enthusiastic robotic opponents

The game (in a technical sence) shows a tonne of promice in all aspects thus far, from the smoothness of the movement
to the current visual style on display. Sadly it is an Alpha in its early stages, alot of features are not implemented yet or
fully realised.
On that note however, the Devs are 'very' open to feedback and suggestions from users, asking for ideas and begging
for bug reports.

Gameplay wise~ you are jumping \/ bounding around in a slighty custom arena where the ground is dynamic.( Kind of
like a simplified Assault Android Cactus ) Shooting plasma based weaponry at waves of enemies... Honestly, I would
almost call it in this current state ' Kiting your enemies until you blow them up simulator'... but that is a little unfair.

I, as a Twitch streamer, have played this game live and even hosted a giveaway to a good reception, It was a hit with
viewers as people seemed genuinely interested in the new IP.
The Devs have showed up to the streams as well, any bugs that were discovered while live were swiftly fixed by the
Devs, Honestly impressing me with the dedication. [ Hell I thought the boss was too easy \/ unfair in places, that was
fixed pretty much immediately]

As for things I dislike about this game, it can be boiled down to two things... A General lack of content (limited enemy
types \/ weapons) and polish (texture work \/ animations \/ particle effects \/ ease of life issues), Sadly as this is an
alpha, these issues are expected.

Finally. as the game is 'quite' cheap, with the Devs saying that they have no current plans on raising the price, Grab it
to give them the incentive to get this bloody project out of alpha already.

Would I say buy it? Yes
Would I say it needs work? Oh hell yes
Would saber keep playing it himself? ... SHUT UP IAM IN A ROUND ALREADY AND YOU ARE GOING TO GET
ME KIL- ... Great, wave one again, thanks for bugging me.. Not for the price - I was hoping a few cute endings for the
money I paid, but all i got was a weirdo perv and a guy duller than a butter knife. Sweet, but dull butter knife. Honestly
even the headphone's guy would have been better than the two but after getting all endings he's not an option.
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So for my money - 2 dull endings, a Forever-Alone ending, and sadness.
1/10.
the one is because the art was nice. The messages and voices made me queasy.. I really liked the previous two games but
didn't care much for this one. It feels a lot shorter than the last two parts and kinda lacking in the content department.
The story is meh, the gameplay is more of the same except just less of it. Feel a lot like a DLC in some ways. It might be
worth it if you are a completionist type who enjoys collecting everything on the map, which I am not.
It's one of those middle of the road games that that I'd recommend IF you liked the previous games AND the game is
on sale.. Hello Everyone, I just finished this game.

I am glad I finished, If this was a Hard copy of a game I would of put it in a bucket of Gas, and set it a fire.
This was one of the most Aggravating games I have ever played on VR. If I didn't pay so much for my vive, I would of
smashed my Controllers into a wall a long time ago. Not only did I want to get to the next Head banging puzzle so
badly, just to stop me from slamming my Headset into the walls, but I wanted to get to the end, to find out what kind of
reward I would be greeted with since I went through all of this Madness. There was none, None end line story finish, no
what is going to happen to me, NOTHING!!! it just ends...... I am searching for a highlight of my day into the night,
back to the day Aggro blast, the only thing I can come up with is standing in front of the hall door listening to the
couple Screwing.

For hardcore Puzzle freaks, I can see you loving this game, It would be interesting, if that is what your into. I found the
lack of some hint to be A little bit disturbing, But Disturbing has this game all over it.

This review is not a complaint even though it might sound like it, it's a review and it is as such, I played the game,
Finished it, had fun where I could, got\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665most of the time, but
completed it.

I wish I would not of spent 20 bucks for my high blood pressure, but I didget some kicks out of the deal.

I recommend this game to any puzzle fans out there who don't mind hanging aorund for hours in a room, or maybe
not. Some of the rooms I got pretty quick, not to quick, but fast enough to get to the next one. Some to me, just needed ,
not really a hold your hand, but more in the way of a hint, to at least let you know your on the right path.

The game was very much thought out, and Mad props for that.

. Well this is slow, boring, and has minimal interaction from the player (more like watching a very slow TV episode).
Heyho!

So, this is basically just a weapon, a pet and a hat. All three of them look really cool; the hat has a integrated gas mask
(no actual use :) and the gun is really helpfull once upgraded.

The drone...is meh. It looks okay but the sound of the drone is so annoying! Everytime you stop for a second, it will
land on the ground, when you walk again, it flies up into the air. And everytime it makes these wuushi and beep noises
- its really stressfull.

Overall, i think, thats soemthign the devs can quickly adress - and the rest of the package is defenitely worth the 1,39,
in my opinion.

PRO:

- a really cool looking gun (wich is quite helpfull once upgraded) in SCAR design
- nice helmet with mask; with the new t-shirts, you can create an awesome look!
- drone...

CON:
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- ...wich is extremely annoying! Please, write this in the discussion-section, so the devs will adress this. Due to the
sound, i wont use the drone.

Conclusion:

I like the skin packs, they have a nice price and give you something pretty. Its not a 5 Euro weapon skin, no, is an
actuall pet and a usefull gadget. But for now, the pet is useless, at least for me.
But overall, i give it a thumbs up!
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